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Are all GAMES
worth playing?
READING 11 Make inferences and
draw conclusions about persuasive
text. 11A Compare and contrast
persuasive texts that reached
different conclusions about the
same issue and explain how the
authors reached their conclusions
through analyzing the evidence
each presents. 11B Analyze
the use of such rhetorical and
logical fallacies as loaded terms,
caricatures, and leading questions
in persuasive texts.
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Games are supposed to be fun, right? But have you ever watched a
customer at a carnival game spend 20 or 30 dollars trying to win a
cheap stuffed animal? Seeing this might make you question not only
how fun it is, but also whether or not all games are worth playing.
You’re about to read two very different opinions on whether the
game of dodgeball is fun or torture for those who play it.
LIST IT Work with a group to make two lists. On the first, list five or
more games you think are worth playing. On the second, list five
or more games you think are not worth the time, money, or risk.
Compare your lists with others’. Were there any games that
appeared on both the good and not-so-good lists?

Meet the Author
elements of nonfiction: persuasion

Writers often rely on more than arguments to be convincing.
They may use a tone that encourages readers to take their side
or use persuasive techniques such as these:

• Emotional appeals—the use of words, descriptions, or images
that call forth strong feelings, such as pity, fear, or anger.
“Innocent puppies are horribly mistreated in puppy mills.”
• Ethical appeals—attempts to gain moral support for a claim
by linking the claim to a widely accepted value. “We need this
law because animals deserve decent treatment.”
As you read, notice the ways the authors try to convince you.

reading skill: analyze rhetoric and reasoning
When reading an argument, look for fallacies. A rhetorical
fallacy is writing that is false or misleading. A logical fallacy is
an error in reasoning. Here are three common fallacies:

• Loaded terms—words or phrases with strongly positive or
negative connotations. Using immature to describe a teenager
casts the person in a more negative light than using young.
• Leading questions—questions that contain their answers,
such as, “You don’t want all the forests to disappear, do you?”
• Caricatures—cartoon-like portrayals of opposing arguments,
such as, “They want you to go around hugging trees.”
As you read the selections, jot down any fallacies you find
and note their locations with the text’s line numbers on a chart.
“Position on Dodgeball
in Physical Education”
Fallacies

“The Weak Shall
Inherit the Gym”

Loaded terms: lines
47–49

vocabulary in context

The boldfaced words help to convey opinions about playing
dodgeball. Try to figure out each word’s meaning.
1. If you witness someone cheating, report the impropriety.

2. Students are not adequately prepared for competition.

3. We were able to eliminate the other players one by one.

Rick Reilly
born 1958

Funny Man with Serious Talent
Many Sports Illustrated readers turn to the
last page of their magazine first in order
to read Rick Reilly’s weekly column “Life of
Reilly.” The column, along with his novels
and essay collections, has earned Reilly the
reputation as “one of the funniest humans
on the planet.” Reilly has written about
everything from ice-skating to the Iditarod,
the Alaskan dog race. His adventures
include facing fastballs from eight-time
All-Star pitcher Nolan Ryan, cycling with
seven-time Tour de France winner Lance
Armstrong, and playing 108 holes of golf
in one day. He began his sports writing
career as a sophomore at the University
of Colorado, taking phoned-in highschool volleyball scores for his hometown
newspaper. After graduation, he moved
on to stints at the Denver Post and the Los
Angeles Times, eventually landing at Sports
Illustrated in 1985. He has been voted
National Sportswriter of the Year 10 times.
National Association for
Sport and Physical Education
The NASPE is made up of gym teachers,
coaches, athletic directors, athletic
trainers, sport management professionals,
researchers, and college faculty. The
association provides a way for all of these
professionals to help one another to
improve physical education in schools.
By researching, developing standards,
and spreading information, NASPE helps
students learn about fitness and stay
active all their lives.

Author
Online
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-1005

4. Is dodgeball a safe way to take out aggression?
5. The school is going to ban the game.

Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.
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Position on Dodgeball
in Physical Education

Play Audio

National Association for Sport
and Physical Education
With the recent release of both a movie and television show about
dodgeball, debate about the game’s merits and improprieties has escalated
in the media and on the NASPE listserv.1 Thus, the National Association
for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) would like to reiterate its
position about including dodgeball in school physical education programs.

impropriety
(GmQprE-prFPG-tC) n.
an unsuitable or
inappropriate act
or quality

GRAMMAR IN
CONTEXT
In line 4, the writer uses
parentheses to let you
know the abbreviation
for the National
Association for Sport
and Physical Education.

a

10

PERSUASION
What is the NASPE’s
position on dodgeball
in school physical
education programs?
adequately
(BdPG-kwGt-lC) adv.
enough to satisfy a
requirement or meet
a need

b

20

NASPE believes that dodgeball is not an appropriate activity for K–12
school physical education programs. The purpose of physical education
is to provide students with:
• The knowledge, skills, and confidence needed to be physically
active for a lifetime
• A daily dose of physical activity for health benefits
• Positive experiences so that kids want to be physically active
outside of physical education class and throughout their lifetime
The goals of physical education can be obtained through a wide variety
of appropriate physical activities. a
Getting and keeping children and adolescents active is one of the biggest
challenges facing parents and youth leaders.
• 61.5% of children aged 9–13 years do not participate in any
organized physical activity during their non-school hours
and 22.6% do not engage in any free-time physical activity.
• One-third of high school students are not adequately active
and over 10% do not participate in any physical activity at all.
• 16% of U.S. youth aged 6–19 are overweight—triple the
proportion of 25 years ago. b

PERSUASION
Reread lines 18–24.
Based on these lines,
how would you describe
the tone of this
document?

According to NASPE’s Appropriate Practices for Elementary School Physical
Education (2000), “in a quality physical education class teachers involve
ALL children in activities that allow them to participate actively, both
physically and mentally. Activities such as relay races, dodgeball, and

1. listserv (lGst-sûrv): an e-mail list that allows a group of people to hold a discussion by writing
to each other via the Internet.
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How many people
pictured on this
dodgeball team appear
to be getting exercise?
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elimination tag provide limited opportunities for everyone in the class,
especially the slower, less agile students who need the activity the most.”
The students who are eliminated first in dodgeball are typically the ones
who most need to be active and practice their skills. Many times these
students are also the ones with the least amount of confidence in their
physical abilities. Being targeted because they are the “weaker” players, and
being hit by a hard-thrown ball, does not help kids to develop confidence.

40

50

The arguments most often heard in favor of dodgeball are that it allows
for the practice of important physical skills—and kids like it.
• Dodgeball does provide a means of practicing some important
physical skills—running, dodging, throwing, and catching.
However, there are many activities that allow practice of these skills
without using human targets or eliminating students from play.
• Some kids may like it—the most skilled, the most confident.
But many do not! Certainly not the student who gets hit hard in
the stomach, head, or groin. And it is not appropriate to teach our
children that you win by hurting others. c
In a recent article about the new GSN (games network) TV show called
“Extreme Dodgeball,” there is talk of “developing and executing
extreme strategies to annihilate opponents” and the use of terms such
as “throw-to-kill ratios,” and “headshots.” NASPE asks, “Is this the type
of game that you want children to be exposed to?” d

eliminate (G-lGmPE-nAtQ)
v. to remove from
consideration by
defeating

PERSUASION

c

Reread lines 42–45.
What kind of emotional
appeal is being made?
What is the ethical
appeal?

TEKS 11B

d

ANALYZE
RHETORIC AND
REASONING
A leading question is a
question that contains
its answer. A rhetorical
question is one that
has such an obvious
answer that it does not
require a reply. Reread
lines 49–50. Is this a
leading question or a
rhetorical question?

position on dodgeball in physical education
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OPINION

The Weak

Shall Inherit

Play Audio

the

Gym
Rick Reilly

Not to alarm you, but America is going softer
than left-out butter. Exhibit 9,137: Schools
have started banning dodgeball.
ban (bBn) v. to prohibit
e

PERSUASION
What words and phrases
in the first sentence
make Rick Reilly’s tone
immediately clear?

f

PERSUASION
Why does Neil Williams
object to dodgeball?
Describe Reilly’s response
to this objection.

10

I kid you not. Dodgeball has been outlawed by some school districts
in New York, Texas, Utah and Virginia. Many more are thinking about
it, like Cecil County, Md., where the school board wants to ban any
game with “human targets.” e
Human targets? What’s tag? What’s a snowball fight? What’s a close
play at second? Neil Williams, a physical education professor at Eastern
Connecticut State, says dodgeball has to go because it “encourages the
best to pick on the weak.” Noooo! You mean there’s weak in the world?
There’s strong? Of course there is, and dodgeball is one of the first
opportunities in life to figure out which one you are and how you’re
going to deal with it. f
We had a bully, Big Joe, in our seventh grade. Must have weighed
225 pounds, . . . We also had a kid named Melvin, who was so thin we
could’ve faxed him from class to class. I’ll never forget the dodgeball
game in which Big Joe had a ball in each hand and one sandwiched
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Is the girl in the photo
wearing the appropriate
amount of protective
gear? Why or why not?

the weak shall inherit the gym 1009
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aggression (E-grDshPEn)
n. hostile or destructive
behavior or action

20

TEKS 11B

g

ANALYZE
RHETORIC AND
REASONING
A caricature is
a cartoon-like
description of an
opposing argument.
Reread lines 27–30 to
find the caricature.
Then note it on your
chart.

h

PERSUASION
What widely accepted
value does Reilly use to
make an ethical appeal?
Consider whether he
seems to respect the job
of filling chalupas.

i

30

40

ANALYZE RHETORIC
AND REASONING
Reread lines 34–51.
Sometimes writers try
to convince you that
a position is wrong
because it could result
in a ridiculous outcome.
Identify one ridiculous
outcome proposed by
Reilly in lines 34–51.

50

between his knees, firing at our side like a human tennis-ball machine,
when, all of a sudden, he got plunked. . . . Joe whirled around to see
who’d done it and saw that it was none other than Melvin, all 83 pounds
of him, most of it smile.
Some of these . . . whiners say dodgeball is inappropriate in these
violent times. Are you kidding? Dodgeball is one of the few times in life
when you get to let out your aggressions, no questions asked. We don’t
need less dodgeball in schools, we need more!
I know what all these . . . parents want. They want their Ambers and
their Alexanders to grow up in a cozy womb of noncompetition, where
everybody shares tofu1 and Little Red Riding Hood and the big, bad wolf
set up a commune.2 Then their kids will stumble out into the bright light
of the real world and find out that, yes, there’s weak and there’s strong
and teams and sides and winning and losing. You’ll recognize those kids.
They’ll be the ones filling up chalupas.3 Very noncompetitive. g h
But Williams and his fellow whiners aren’t stopping at dodgeball. In
their Physical Education Hall of Shame they’ve also included duck-duckgoose and musical chairs. Seriously. So, if we give them dodgeball, you
can look for these games to be banned next:
Tag. Referring to any child as it is demeaning and hurtful. Instead
of the child hollering, “You’re it!” we recommend, “You’re special!”
Baseball. Involves wrong-headed notions of stealing, errors and
gruesome hit-and-run. Players should always be safe, never out.
Capture the flag. Mimics war.
Kick the can. Unfair to the can.
If we let these PC twinkies4 have their way, we’ll be left with:
Duck-duck-duck. Teacher spends the entire hour patting each child
softly on the head.
Upsy down. The entire class takes turns fluffing the gym teacher’s
pillow before her nap.
Swedish baseball. Players are allowed free passage to first, second or
third, where they receive a relaxing two-minute massage from opposing
players. i

1. tofu (toPfL): a protein-rich soybean curd that many vegetarians eat in place of meat.
2. commune (kômPyLnQ): a cooperative community in which a group of people who are not
necessarily related live and work together.
3. chalupas (chE-lu-Ppäs): fried tortillas filled with meat, a Mexican dish similar to tacos that is served
at several U.S. fast-food chains.
4. PC twinkies: Reilly’s expression for people who are too concerned (politically correct) with offending
others by words or actions.
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall What reason does the NASPE give for once again announcing its
position on dodgeball in school physical education programs?
2. Clarify Reread lines 15–22 of “The Weak Shall Inherit the Gym.” What did
dodgeball do for Melvin?

Critical Analysis
3. Examine Name-Calling Attempting to discredit a position or idea by attacking
people associated with it is name-calling. Find examples of name-calling in
“The Weak Shall Inherit the Gym.” Does it make Reilly’s argument more or
less convincing? Give reasons for your answer.

READING 11 Make inferences and
draw conclusions about persuasive
text. 11A Compare and contrast
persuasive texts that reached
different conclusions about the
same issue and explain how the
authors reached their conclusions
through analyzing the evidence
each presents. 11B Analyze
the use of such rhetorical and
logical fallacies as loaded terms,
caricatures, leading questions in
persuasive texts.

4. Analyze Tone What is Reilly’s tone, or attitude toward opponents of
dodgeball? Explain how this tone might persuade readers to adopt his
opinion of the game.
5. Make Judgments A stereotype is an overgeneralization about a person or
group. In your opinion, is Reilly guilty of stereotyping? Explain.
6. Compare Persuasive Texts Consider the arguments and persuasive techniques
that the NASPE and Reilly use to convince readers to adopt their positions.
Then explain how each text reaches its conclusion, noting any similarities and
differences between them.
7. Evaluate Rhetoric and Reasoning Reilly is writing to be funny, but he also
has a point to make. Are you convinced by his argument and persuasion?
Think about the fallacies you noted on your chart and any you discovered in
answering questions 3 and 5. Then support your decision.

Extension and Challenge
8. Speaking and Listening Form two teams, one representing the NASPE’s
viewpoint and one representing Rick Reilly’s. Then, with your team, answer
the question, “Should opportunities for intense physical competition be
provided in middle schools?” from the perspective of your author. Debate the
question with the other team, using support from the selections.

Are all GAMES worth playing?
Now that you have read the two selections, revisit the two lists of games
you created at the start of this lesson. Would you move any of the games
from one list to the other? Why or why not?

position on dodgeball . . . / the weak shall inherit . . .
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Vocabulary in Context
vocabulary practice
Synonyms are words that have similar meanings, and antonyms are words
that have opposite meanings. Decide whether the words in each pair are
synonyms or antonyms.

adequately

aggression
ban

1. adequately—insufficiently
2. aggression—ferocity

eliminate

3. ban—legalize

impropriety

4. eliminate—banish
5. impropriety—rudeness

academic vocabulary in writing
• accurate

• bias

• contrast

• convince

• logic

What gym class activity would you like to see either added to or banned
from your school? Why? Share your opinion and the logic behind it in a
paragraph. Use at least one Academic Vocabulary word.

vocabulary strategy: the latin word gressus
The vocabulary word aggression comes from the Latin word gressus, which
means “to go.” Many English words have the same origin. To figure out the
meaning of words with this history, use context clues and your knowledge
of the meaning of gressus.
PRACTICE Choose the word from the web that best completes
each sentence. Then explain how the word gressus relates to the
meaning of the word.
1. The trainer works with ____ dogs to make them gentler and
more obedient.

transgression

regress

gressus
digress

2. Many dogs will ____ if they don’t get constant social
interaction.
3. Stealing a car is a serious _____, so car thieves receive harsh
penalties.
4. Please stick to the topic and do not _____.
5. The Renaissance was a _____ time period in which the arts flourished
and scientists made important discoveries.

1012

READING 2A Determine the meaning
of grade-level academic English
words derived from Latin roots.

progressive
aggressive

Interactive
Vocabulary
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-1012
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Conventions in Writing
grammar in context: Use Punctuation Correctly
There are three types of punctuation marks that are especially useful for
conveying additional information. Parentheses are punctuation marks used
in sentences to set off extra information, such as explanations or comments.
Brackets are punctuation marks used in quotations to set off extra information
inserted by the writer (as opposed to the person or source being quoted). An
ellipsis is a set of three spaced periods ( . . . , not …) preceded and followed by a
space. Use an ellipsis to show that something has been left out of a quotation.
If you use an ellipsis at the end of a sentence, include a period before the ellipsis.
Original:

Revised:

ORAL AND WRITTEN
CONVENTIONS 20B Use correct
punctuation marks, including
parentheses, brackets, and ellipses.

Rick Reilly says, “They want their Ambers and their
Alexanders to grow up in a cozy womb of noncompetition,
where everybody shares tofu and Little Red Riding Hood and
the big, bad wolf set up a commune.”
Rick Reilly says (of these parents), “They want their
. . . [children] to grow up in a cozy womb of
noncompetition. . . .”

PRACTICE For each item, revise the following sentence according to the
instructions given. Use correct punctuation.
Reilly mockingly says, “In their Physical Education Hall of Shame they’ve also
included duck-duck-goose and musical chairs.”
1. Insert of Neil Williams and his supporters after “says.”
2. Insert the abbreviation PEHS after “Physical Education Hall of Shame.”
3. Leave out “duck-duck-goose and.”
4. Leave out “duck-duck-goose and musical chairs” and insert kindergarten
games in their place.

For more help with punctuation, see page R50 in the Grammar Handbook.

reading-writing connection

YOUR

Broaden your understanding of the selections by responding to this
prompt. Then use the revising tip to improve your writing.

TURN

writing prompt

revising tip

Extended Response: Write a Letter

Review your letter to make
sure you have used brackets,
parentheses, and ellipses
correctly. Where necessary,
revise your punctuation.

Write a letter to the NASPE or Rick Reilly in which
you identify what you think is presented well and/
or in an incorrect, misleading, or unfair way. Use
quotations from the piece to illustrate your points.

Interactive
Revision
Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-1013
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